
Christy Clark and John Bradford III are the Muhammed

Ali and George Foreman of North Carolina’s State House

District 98, rivals repeatedly fighting it out in slugfests

that come down to the wire. Clark, a lawyer and small

business owner, won the seat in the Charlotte suburbs by

just 400 votes in 2018. In 2020, when Democrats struggled

nationwide in downballot races, she lost by 2,000. Now

she’s challenging Bradford again, in a cycle where

Democrats could have a decent chance to make gains

among suburban voters turned off by the GOP’s

extremism on abortion. Supporting her campaign should

be a high priority for donors. 
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Below, we explore three key questions about Clark’s candidacy that small and medium donors

should answer before supporting campaigns. (See how we evaluate candidates.) 

Is this race important?

The goal for Democrats in North Carolina isn’t to overturn the Republican majorities in the state

House and Senate, it’s to retain the status quo where the GOP doesn’t have a supermajority in both

chambers and can’t override Governor Roy Cooper’s veto. Republicans just need to pick up three

seats in the House to get a supermajority there, so every North Carolina State House race carries

enormous weight. 

Could Clark win? 

The conservative-leaning nonprofit John Locke Foundation assembled a list of the partisan lean of

each House district relative to the state as a whole and gave the 98th a “toss-up” rating, meaning

that it’s basically a median North Carolina district in terms of Republican and Democratic voters.

All signs point to this being a very competitive race. 
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